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Underland: A Deep Time JourneyW W Norton, 2019

	
		National Bestseller • New York Times “100 Notable Books of the Year” • NPR “Favorite Books of 2019” • Guardian “100 Best Books of the 21st Century” • Winner of the National Outdoor Book Award

		

		From the best-selling,...
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Gory Details: Adventures From the Dark Side of ScienceNational Geographic, 2021

	Filled to the brim with far-out facts, this wickedly informative narrative from the author of National Geographic's popular Gory Details blog takes us on a fascinating journey through an astonishing new reality. Blending humor and journalism in the tradition of Mary Roach, acclaimed science reporter Erika Engelhaupt...
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Why Does E=mc2?: (And Why Should We Care?)Da Capo Press, 2009

The most accessible, entertaining, and enlightening explanation of the best-known physics equation in the world, as rendered by two of today’s leading scientists.

Professor Brian Cox and Professor Jeff Forshaw go on a journey to the frontier of 21st century science to consider the real meaning behind the iconic sequence of...
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The Social Media Business EquationCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	My journey down the social media road began years
	ago, and many people have praised me for my foresight
	and brilliance. They are very kind, but the
	truth is, what really took me down this road was desperation.
	A few years ago—perhaps you remember—the economy
	took a heck of a dip. On its way down, it punched me in the...
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Java Data Mining: Strategy, Standard, and Practice: A Practical Guide for architecture, design, and implementationMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
This is not only a great introduction to JDM, but also a great introduction for a practitioner to data mining in general.  This is a must have" for anyone developing large scale data mining applications in Java. 
Robert Grossman, Open Data Group and University of Illinois at Chicago

It pleases me that the Java Community...
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Beginning PivotTables in Excel 2007: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Beginning PivotTables in Excel 2007 explains what Pivot Tables are, how you can benefit from using them, how to create them and modify them, and how to use their enhanced features. Using a Pivot Table in Microsoft Office Excel 2007 is a quick and exciting way to slice and dice a large amount of data.
	Carefully explains the...
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Reversible ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The present book is dedicated to Dr. Rolf Landauer, whose early work on the subject

	of reversible computing inspired me to begin more than 15 years of research

	in this special corner of computer science. Twice I had the privilege to meet him

	personally: once inWest Berlin (1992) and once in Boston (1996). Twice he encouraged

	me...
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Getting Started with Oracle Event Processing 11gPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create and develop real-world scenario Oracle CEP applications


	Overview

	
		A unique insight and fascinating event driven journey that breathes life into Oracle Event Processing.
	
		Explore the evolution and major capabilities of this innovative Oracle product in a step by step, building block...
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ASP.NET 3.5: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
What distinguishes the web hobbyist from the professional developer is the ability to store and retrieve data from a server over the Internet. Some readers may have made that step with PHP or Perl, and for them the journey has already begun. For others, ASP.NET 3.5 is just the next step in the growth and development of ASP.NET. For them, much will...
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Handbook of Financial Cryptography and SecurityCRC Press, 2010

	Cryptography has made a peculiar journey to become a modern science. It had long been
	associated with the military and with magic. The rst published work in the eld was
	Steganographia, by an alchemist named Trithemius. Although written earlier, the book was
	published in 1606. Cryptography has continued this connection with the arcane...
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Learn cocos2d Game Development with iOS 5 (Learn Apress)Apress, 2011

	Did you ever imagine yourself writing a computer game and being able to make money selling it? With Apple’s iTunes App Store and the accompanying mobile devices iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad, it’s now easier than ever. Of course, that doesn’t mean it’s easy— there’s still a lot to learn about game...
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Design, Launch, and Scale IoT Services: A Practical Business ApproachApress, 2018

	
		
			The Internet of Things is causing major industry disruption, so companies need to plan and manage their “IoT journey” to maximize all business opportunities. In this book companies can learn how to successfully create, launch and manage Internet of Things services. 
		


		
			It takes the reader...
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